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Abstract—This paper presents performance evaluation of two
implementations of an equalizer: a time domain equalizer (TDE)
based on the Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm and a
frequency domain equalizer (FDE) based on the Fast LMS algo-
rithm. The comparison between the two algorithms is based on
the computational complexity and resources. The computational
complexity of the two algorithms is analyzed by simulation of
the TDE and FDE at at two levels of abstraction: the design
specification based on floating point arithmetics using Simulink,
and the design implementation based on fixed point arithmetics
using Xilinx’s System Generator tool. The models are used to
measure both floating-point and fixed-point signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) errors based on the two algorithms and provide error
estimation for the design specification and design implementation.
We analyze the resources used in the implementation of the
two algorithms by providing FPGA implementations in System
Generator. Our analysis shows that the FDE is more efficient in
terms of computational complexity and resources.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The channel equalization is an application of adaptive filter-
ing that can eliminate the inter-symbol interference caused by
the multipath phenomena. To decrease the filtering complexity,
the equalizer can be implemented in the frequency domain
using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or the Inverse FFT
(IFFT), where time convolution is replaced by frequency
multiplication. This method offers low complexity growth in
comparison with the time domain method.

Different algorithms have been proposed for the design
and implementation of equalizers, in both time and frequency
domains. The equalizer can be implemented using the Least
Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm in time domain, or the
Fast LMS (FLMS) algorithm in the frequency domain [1].
The performance of these algorithms has not been tested
in terms of error analysis at several levels of abstraction
including different number domains. In addition, the efficiency
of the different methods have not been considered in terms
of hardware implementations in FPGA. In this work, we
build on our previous work to provide a method for the
performance analysis of time domain equalizer (TDE) and
frequency domain equalizer (FDE) based on error estimation
and FPGA implementation. In our previous works [2], a design
for verification methodology was proposed based on theorem
proving and simulation techniques in order to provide the error

analysis for an implementation of the FDE based on the FLMS
algorithm.

In this work, the performance of the equalizer is evaluated
based on two different algorithms: LMS algorithm in time
domain and the FLMS algorithm in frequency domain. The
error estimation and resources utilization metrics are used
for the comparison. In the first, we conduct simulations for
design models based on the two algorithms in order to measure
floating-point and fixed-point SNR errors. The SNR floating-
point error estimation is performed by comparing the SNR
error of the FDE and the SNR error of the TDE models that
were both implemented in Simulink [3]. On the other hand,
the fixed-point error estimation is performed by comparing the
SNR error of the FDE and the SNR error of the TDE models
that were both implemented using System Generator for DSP
[4]. We then provide an FPGA based implementation for the
LMS algorithm in the time domain for the FLMS algorithm in
the frequency domain. Finally, we compare between the time
domain and frequency domain based designs in terms of two
metrics: floating-point and fixed-point SNR error estimation
(Simulink and System Generator models) and resources used
in FPGA (DSP model). We show that the equalizer is more
efficient when implemented in the frequency domain, hence it
was further verified using formal error analysis.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
overviews the performance analysis methodology. Section III
presents the error estimation performance analysis in Simulink.
Section IV describes the FPGA implementation of time do-
main and frequency domain equalizers. Section V discusses
the comparison between both equalizers in terms of perfor-
mance and resources and discusses contributions compared to
related work. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 shows the first part of the design comparison
methodology. The equalizer is designed using the LMS al-
gorithm (and its variation Block LMS) in the time domain.
On the other hand, the FLMS is used to design the equalizer
in the frequency domain. From these two algorithms, design
specifications are obtained based on floating-point and fixed-
point arithmetic. Then, we modeled each design in a Simulink
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model using floating-point arithmetic. Simulink is used in
order to estimate the SNR for the design in time domain and
the SNR for the design in the frequency domain, where both
errors were estimated based on the floating-point arithmetic
model. Using these two SNR values, SNR error estimation is
obtained for the floating-point level design.

Next, we build a System Generator design implementation
model for the TDE with the LMS algorithm and the FDE with
the FLMS algorithm. Both of these design implementations are
obtained using fixed-point arithmetic. Similar to the floating-
point level design, System Generator is used to provide a
DSP implementation in order to estimate the SNR for the
design in both time and frequency domains, where both errors
were estimated based on the fixed-point arithmetic model.
Based on these two SNR values, SNR error estimation is
obtained for the fixed-point level design. For both Simulink
and System Generator models, at each level (floating-point
and fixed-point), we performed SNR error estimation which
is obtained in every step of the simulation for a number of
iterations. The comparison shows that the FDE outperforms
the TDE.

Finally, we provide an FPGA based implementation for the
LMS algorithm in the time domain and another FPGA based
implementation for the FLMS algorithm. We compare between
the time domain and frequency domain based designs using
the floating-point and fixed-point SNR error estimation and the
computational complexity and resources used in FPGA. We
show that the equalizer is more efficient when implemented
in the frequency domain. The importance of the comparison
between the time domain and frequency domain equalizers
consists in the fact that considering better performance design
will help in avoiding several design problems at later stages,
and makes it easy to verify the reliability of the design.

III. ERROR ESTIMATION BASED PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

IN SIMULINK

The performance analysis of the equalizer specification is
obtained by estimating the error generated in every step. The
accuracy of the verification process was affected thoughtfully
by the method used in the framework to model numbers,
be it floating-point or fixed-point. This section provides error
estimation for the two algorithms by conducting simulations
at two levels of abstraction: floating point design specification
models, and fixed point design implementation models. We
then compare the performance of the two algorithms at each
level. Simulations are carried out using the 16-QAM modula-
tion in the Proakis channel-A [5] with additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) [6].

A. Time Domain Equalizer

The TDE designed with the LMS algorithm was simulated
using Matlab. We simulate two types of time domain equaliz-
ers, the first is based on the LMS algorithm, and the second
is based on the BLMS algorithm. The difference between the
two equalizers is related to updating the coefficients, which is
done after each sample for the first and after an input block of

Fig. 1. Performance Analysis of Time and Frequency Domain Equalizers

samples for the second, resepctively. The following simulation
parameters for channel characteristics are used throughout all
our simulations: SNR = 40dB, transmitted sequence length
N = 10000, and adaptive filtering step-size μ = 0.002.

Figure 2 gives the constellations of the received signal and
the equalized signal. We can see that the 16-QAM constella-
tion of the received signal is spread, while the sixteen symbols
of the TDE are completely separated. Error estimation for this
operation is shown in Figure 3. The above curve starts with
high error since the equalizer is still updating its coefficients.
After around 2000 symbols, the error reaches a state value that
is equal to 25 dB, where the SNR is equal to 40 dB. Using
the LMS algorithm as an adaptive algorithm for the equalizer
gives an error rate equal to 1.91%. This means that on average
we expect to loose 191 symbols when sending 10000 symbols.
We also simulate a BLMS based equalizer using Matlab with
the same LMS equalizer simulation parameters.
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Fig. 2. (a) Signal Constellation before LMS-based Equalization, (b) Signal
Constellation after LMS-based Equalization (Time Domain)
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Fig. 3. LMS Equalizer Error Estimation in Time Domain
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Fig. 4. (a) Signal Constellation before BLMS-based Equalization, (b) Signal
Constellation after BLMS-based Equalization

The Block LMS (BLMS) equalizer is a time domain equal-
izer that succeeds to eliminate the Inter Symbol Interference
(ISI) and gives almost the same performance as the LMS
equalizer since the error rate given by the BLMS equalizer is
2.03%. The error behavior for the BLMS equalizer is similar
to that of the LMS, as it becomes stable at around -25 dB.
However, the BLMS algorithm converges slower than the LMS
algorithm since it requires 3000 symbols to converge. The
constellations of the equalizer input and output signal are
shown in Figure 4 and error estimation curve for the BLMS
is shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. BLMS Equalizer Error Estimation in the Time Domain

The floating-point model of the TDE is implemented using a
transmission chain of the time domain LMS-based equalizer in
Simulink. The simulated system uses 4-tap TDE based on the
LMS algorithm. The Simulink model for the LMS algorithm
block diagram is well described in [7].

In addition to the desired signal, the equalizer receives a
noisy signal coming from the channel. The equalizer produces
an output signal composed of of the equalized signal and the
equalization error estimation. In order to estimate this error,
simulation is conducted in Simulink where design parameters
were set as SNR = 40dB and μ = 0.002. The efficiency of
the equalizer is shown in Figure 6 which shows the constella-
tion of the equalizer output signal. The error estimation curve,
given in Figure 7, shows that the 4-tap TDE converges into a
steady value of -35 dB after around 800 symbols.

Fig. 6. Signal Constellation after Time Domain Equalization in Simulink

Fig. 7. Error Estimation in Time Domain

B. Frequency Domain Equalizer

The implementation of the FDE is based on an adaptive
FLMS algorithm. We have used the Matlab/Simulink environ-
ment in order to test its performances. Design parameters used
for the FDE simulation are similar to those used for the TDE
simulation. The constellations of the received and equalized
signals are shown in Figure 8. We can easily see that the
FDE eliminates the ISI. Figure 9 illustrates the equalizer error
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estimation for the FLMS in the frequency domain. It is shown
that the FLMS equalizer error estimation curve converges
within only 200 symbols to reach the -40 db floor for an SNR
of 40 dB. This implies that the FDE is more efficient than the
TDE.
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Fig. 8. (a) Signal Constellation before FLMS-based Equalization, (b) Signal
Constellation after FLMS-based Equalization (Frequency Domain)
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Fig. 9. FLMS Equalizer Error Estimation in the Frequency Domain

The architecture of the FLMS-based equalizer with 4 taps is
modeled in the frequency domain in the Simulink environment.
For this architecture, three FFT blocks and two IFFT blocks
are used to allow the alternation between the time and the
frequency domain. The Simulink model for the FLMS algo-
rithm block diagram can be found in [7]. Figure 10 shows the
constellation of the equalizer output signal. The constellation
shows no noise which implies that the equalizer is working
perfectly. Similar to the FDE, the 4-tap FDE converges after
around 200 symbols to a steady value of -40 dB. The error
estimation curve for the 4-tap equalizer is shown in Figure 11.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF FPGA
IMPLEMENTATIONS

The FDE and TDE are implemented using FPGA Xilinx
block set [8], then simulation is conducted for the FPGA
model in order to obtain their error estimation.

Fig. 10. Signal Constellation after Frequency Domain Equalization in
Simulink

Fig. 11. Error Estimation in the Frequency Domain

A. Time Domain Equalizer

To get a synthesizable version of the TDE, it must be
described and simulated using the specific Xilinx block set
in the Simulink environment. The signal constellations and
the error estimation curve are given in Figures 12 and 13,
respectively. Comparing the results given by the System Gen-
erator description and the standard Simulink blocks description
of the 4-tap TDE, we can deduce that the Simulink design
gives better results than the System Generator one. In fact,
in Simulink, floating-point is used to describe the symbols,
while fixed-point is used in System Generator. Hence, the
Simulink design gives more accurate results than the System
Generator design. The FPGA implementation is automatically
obtained by the System Generator for DSP tool which uses
Xilinx ISE 11.1 [8]. The design has been implemented in a
Spartan 3 FPGA board with one million gates. Table I shows
the FPGA logic blocks consumption by the design including
flip flips, Lock-Up-Tables (LUTs), combinational logics, IO
Buffers (IOB), shift registers, route-through connectors, etc.
It is obvious that the 4-tap LMS equalizer consumes almost
80% of the FPGA resources.
B. Frequency Domain Equalizer

The FDE is described using the Xilinx block set in the
Simulink environment. We tried to implement a 4-tap FDE on
the one million gate Spartan 3 FPGA board but the design was
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Fig. 12. Signal Constellation after Time Domain Equalization in System
Generator

Fig. 13. Error Estimation Curve (Time Domain)

too big and therefore we implemented a 2-tap equalizer. The
design contains elementary blocks from the Xilinx block set
which are multipliers and adders and also some sub-systems
performing complex multiplication, FFT and IFFT. The signal
constellations and the error estimation curve given in Figures
14 and 15, respectively, show that the ISI are canceled. The
FPGA implementation was done using the same one million
gate Spartan 3 FPGA board. Table II shows the statistics of
the used logic to implement the FDE design.

V. DISCUSSION

In the LMS algorithm, getting an output sample requires
N complex multiplications which mean that generating an N

TABLE I
TIME DOMAIN EQUALIZER SYNTHESIS REPORT

Logic Utilized Available Used Utilization
Number of slice flip flops 144 15360 1%
Number of 4-input LUTs 12230 15360 79%
Number of occupied slices 6278 7680 81%

Slices containing related logic 6278 6278 100%
Slices containing non-related logic 0 6278 0%

Total Number of 4-input LUTs 12240 15360 79%
Number of used logic 12086
Number of used as route-through 10
Number of used as shift-register 144

Number of bonded IOBs 233 391 59%
Number of bonded BUFGMUXs 1 8 12%
Average fanout of non-clock nets 2.93

Fig. 14. Signal Constellation after Frequency Domain Equalization in System
Generator

Fig. 15. Error Estimation Curve (Frequency Domain)

sample output block requires N2 complex multiplications. In
addition, updating the filter coefficients requires N2 complex
multiplications. Therefore, the LMS algorithm complexity is
equal to 2N2 complex multiplications, which is equivalent to
8N2 real multiplications. On the other hand, the complexity of
the FLMS algorithm is the result of the FFT and IFFT blocks.
Since the computational complexity of an 2N FFT block is
equal to (N/2) log

2
(2N) complex multiplications, the 5 FFT

and IFFT blocks require (5N/2) log
2
(2N) complex multipli-

TABLE II
FREQUENCY DOMAIN EQUALIZER SYNTHESIS REPORT

Logic Utilized Available Used Utilization
Number of slice flip flops 56 15360 1%
Number of 4-input LUTs 9157 15360 59%
Number of occupied slices 4818 7680 62%

Slices containing related logic 4818 4818 100%
Slices containing non-related logic 0 4818 0%

Total Number of 4-input LUTs 9173 15360 59%
Number of used logic 9157
Number of used as route-through 16

Number of bonded IOBs 201 391 51%
Number of bonded BUFGMUXs 1 8 12%
Average fanout of non-clock nets 2.49
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cations which is equivalent to 10N log
2
(2N) real multiplica-

tions. The FLMS algorithm requires also two 2N complex
vector products adding 16N real multiplication. Finally, the
cost of the FLMS algorithm is equal to 10N log

2
(2N)+16N .

The number of the real multiplications required by the two
algorithms for N symbol blocks is given in Table III below
where N is equal to 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32.

TABLE III
EQUALIZER COMPLEXITY COMPARISON (NUMBER OF REAL

MULTIPLICATIONS)

N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16 N = 32

LMS 32 128 512 2048 8192
FLMS 72 184 448 1056 2432

Table III shows that the FDE is much better than the TDE
in terms of computational complexity when N ≥ 8. These
statistics confirm the FPGA implementation results that we got
for FDE and TDE. As stated in the previous section, a 4-tap
TDE consumes almost 80% of the FPGA resources. The 4-tap
FDE needs over 200% of the FPGA resources, which confirms
the theoretical results confirming that for N < 8, the LMS
algorithm offers significant savings over the FLMS algorithm.
Simulation results according to Simulink or SysGen/Simulink
confirm that the FDE is more efficient than the TDE because
it converges faster and second it reaches a lower error rate.

The design and implementation of domain equalizers has
gained the attention of researchers recently. Dinis et al. [9]
designed a FDE for a receiver system that is optimized for
Offset Quaternary Phase Shift Keying. The authors of [9] have
adopted the bit error rate (BER) as reference for performance
evaluation. Mori et al. [10] presented a method to estimate
the average block error rate performance of star 32/64-QAM
schemes employing a FDE that is designed for orthogonal fre-
quency division multiple access systems. The authors of [11]
presented an ASIC hardware implementation of a FDE and
measured power consumption and BER for their design using
simulation. Mehana and Nosratinia [12], provided an analysis
of a single-carrier FDE for cyclic delay diversity and Alamouti
signaling schemes in order to obtain a threshold rate for the
full spatial-temporal diversity. Finally, Li et al. [13] presented
a sliding window FDE for multimode systems which operates
on the time-domain received signal. The studies discussed
above were concerned with performance parameters of the
FDE such as SNR and BER. These parameters were estimated
using Matlab. However, in all aforementioned methods, the
error resulting from data conversion between different number
domains is never measured or considered in the analysis. This
error is due to handling the design and implementation of
the equalizer at different levels of abstraction. Regardless of
how small the error is, it can be amplified when introduced
into an algorithm with repetitive and accumulative nature, such
as FDE. The work we presented in this paper considers the
TDE and FDE from this perspective and conducts performance
analysis for the error resulted from data conversions for
equalizer models at different levels of abstraction.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a comprehensive method for the performance
analysis of an equalizer implementations in time and fre-
quency domains. The equalizer can be implemented using the
LMS algorithm in time domain, or the FLMS algorithm in
the frequency domain. In either implementation, a number
of mathematical operations are performed on data in three
different number domains: floating-point, fixed-point and real.
Previous work in the signal processing field have shown that
the FDE generally is more efficient than the TDE. However,
the performance comparison has not been conducted in terms
of error analysis at several levels of abstraction including
different number domains. In addition, the efficiency of the
different methods has not been considered in terms of hard-
ware implementations in FPGA. The proposed methodology
spreads over various design flow levels considering different
number domains in addition to FPGA implementations of
the algorithms. The conducted performance analysis compares
between the two designs using two different metrics: error
estimation and utilization of FPGA component in synthesize.
We found out that the FDE design based on FLMS algorithm
outperform the TDE. As a future work, we to formally model
the time domain design, and then integrate it with the formal
model of the frequency domain equalizer. This will enable
conducting formal performance error analysis between the
time and frequency domain implementations of the equalizer.
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